5th Annual BTP Fall Symposium:
Neurotherapeutics
Friday, November 5th, 2021

9:00a – 12:00pm  Introduction and invited talks
Life Science Laboratory, Room S330
Open to the public

9:05am  Sally John - Keynote speaker
“The Application of Human Genetics to Drug Discovery in Neuroscience”

10:35am  Student poster session

12:00pm  Rotational Connections lunch
Marriott Center, 11th floor, Campus Center
Pre-registration required

1:45pm  Biotech Battles
Interdisciplinary teams work with industrial experts to pitch a solution to a challenge facing the field of neurotherapeutics
Pre-registration required

4:00pm  Team presentations
Life Science Laboratory, Room S330
Open to the public

5:15 – 6:15pm  Happy hour and social
Life Science Laboratory, Room S330

Registration required before October 31st:
https://forms.gle/P4M5HmHZ6iYErEJs5